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REBUTTAL OF APPELLANTS 

The Town of Terry in its brief fails to address the deficiencies raised by the Objectors. 

At the onset, this is an example of a case where a Chancellor was handicapped by the failure of 

the proponents to offer tract-specific evidence when seeking to annex multiple tracts of land. In 

such a case, the trial court must necessarily reach a decision as to the reasonableness of each 

individual tract. Objectors call this Court's attention the findings of the Chancellor: 

This Court is particularly concerned regarding the financial ability of the Town 
the annex such a large area and increase in population. The Town presented no 
plan regarding additional employees to provide services the newly annexed areas, 
possible costs of implementation of expanded utility services to all annexed areas, 
and additional municipal services to be offered. This Court has grave concerns 
regarding Terry's financial ability to provide the necessary services within a 
reasonable time. 

(R. 123.) 

One effort made by Terry in its brief regarding financial ability is pointing out that the 

"Mayor testified that the Town of Terry will have increase in its 2014 sales tax revenue from the 

newly opened Fred's Superstore," and that "Mayor Nicholson testified that preliminary reports 

that he reviewed estimated the expected annual revenue of the new Fred's Superstore at 

approximately $2,500,000.00." (Brief of Appellee, 15.) In analyzing this assertion, this Court 

must recognize a few important points. First, this testimony was the subject of sustained hearsay 

objections from the Objectors. (R. 40.) Second, the Mayor made clear that what he was 

testifying about was an early projection made by Fred's executives when they were still courting 

the Town, which was approximately "a year prior to them actually building the store .... " (R. 

41.) At the time of trial, that particular Fred's store had been open six months, yet the best 

revenue estimate offered by the Town, albeit objectionable hearsay, was an estimate that 

predated construction of the building by a year. Third, even assuming $2.5 million per year is 
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correct, that number was offered as revenue to the store, not to the Town, which would realize 

only about $32,000 per year in sales tax revenue from Fred's. 

While recognizing the standard ofreview in annexation cases, Objectors respectfully 

submit that it was clear error for the Chancellor to conclude that any area was reasonable of 

annexation. In reviewing the Chancellor's finding that two areas were reasonable, the Objectors 

suggest this Court should be able - based on the brief of Appellees and the record - to answer 

these basic questions: 

1. Did the Town present a plan regarding additional employees to provide services to 

the areas permitted to be annexed? 

2. Did the town present possible cost of implementation of expanded utility costs to the 

areas permitted to be annexed? 

3. Did the Town provide the Court any data with regard to amount ofrevenue that 

would be lost as a result of charging "in town" utility rates? 

4. How much of the population of the original annexation is situated in each annexed 

tract? 

5. How much of the tax base of the original annexation area is contained in the areas 

permitted to be annexed? 

In the absence of the answers to these questions, Objectors respectfully suggest the 

Chancellor erred. Applying the strict standard of review in annexation cases this matter should 

be reversed and rendered. See In re Extension & Enlarging of Boundaries of the City of Laurel, 

922 So. 2d 791 (Miss. 2006): 

The issue before this Court is limited. Did the trial judge follow applicable law 
and was there credible evidence, or the lack thereof, to validate his judgment? In 
Chesney and City of Laurel, this Court held that when reviewing the decision of a 
Chancellor, 'reversal is warranted only when the Chancery Court has employed 
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erroneous legal standards or this Court has a "firm and definite conviction that a 
mistake has been made."' 

Id. at 796. With the unanswered questions in this case, this Court can be left only with a 

"firm and definite conviction that a mistake has been made." 

Thus, Objectors respectfully request that this Court reverse the judgment of the 

trial court and render a decision that no part of the annexation was reasonable. 

Respectfully submitted, this the 3rd day of October, 2016. 
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